Thursday 21st January 2021
Good morning Sapphire, I hope you feel well rested and ready for another day of home learning. Remember to do
your daily exercise challenge as well as some relaxation activity of your choice. Why don’t you take some time today
to do a random act of kindness for someone in your home? Enjoy your learning, I’m on Teams as usual if you need
me.
Maths: We’re continuing to look at Divide 2-digits by 1-digit. Watch this video Spr4.3.2 - Divide 2-digits by 1-digit (2)
on Vimeo and have a go at the worksheet. Tomorrow, we’re moving on to dividing 3-digit by 1-digit numbers.
There’s also a challenge sheet for those who want it.
English: Today we’re going to plan and start writing our non-chronological report about Sikhism, using the facts that
you’ve found out over the last few days. I want you to watch the following film BBC Two - Literacy Text Types: The
Facts About Non-Fiction, How to write a non-chronological report, which will remind you how to plan and write your
report. Remember you may rewrite parts, so that you can improve your writing and make it more interesting to
read. Please also use the power point from yesterday as it has lots of information and top tips for creating a super
report. Near the end, there’s a slide which has the success criteria on it. See how many of these you can include in
your report. Also, the last slide has lots of good sentence openers for non-chronological reports. You’ve written lots
of non-chronological reports with me, so I’m really looking forward to reading some super pieces of work.
Topic: In this lesson you’ll be exploring why rivers are important for people. Watch the following lesson and do the
activities. The rivers that you will explore in the lesson are the Volga in Russia and the Amazon in South America.
You’ve already done some background research on these rivers, so I think you’ll find the lesson interesting.
Art & DT: Lets see if you can make a boat that will float on water. Watch the film and see if you can use your origami
skill to create a boat. Build a boat that floats (thenational.academy). Can you improve your boat? How could you
make it stronger? Could you make it faster? Could you use different materials or shape? Would a Lego or playdoh
boat float? You may want to sketch your ideas on a piece of paper before you make it. I’d love to see some photos
and your seaworthy vessels. Enjoy.
Bad Teacher Joke:
Q: What do sea monsters eat?
A: Fish and ships!

Just for fun...

